Introduction
Let /( = Z(ft) be an algebraic number field with ft in the ring AK of algebraic integers of /( and F(x) be the minimal polynomial of ft over the field Q of rational numbers. The determination of the prime ideal decomposition in AK of any rational prime p is one of the most important problems of Algebraic Number Theory and is related to the factorization of the polynomial Fix), obtained on replacing each coefficient of F(x) by its residue modulo p. In 1878, Dedekind proved that if p does not divide [/\/< : Z|ft ] | and Further the slopes of the sides of the 0rNewton polygon of F,(x) and the degrees of the irreducible factors of (F,)S(Y) over Fqi. for S ranging over all the sides of such a polygon lead to the explicit determination of the residual degrees and the ramification indices of all those prime ideals of AK lying over p which correspond to the irreducible factors of F,(x).
In this paper, our aim is to extend the scope of Ore's Theorem when the base field is an arbitrary Field K with a real valuation v which is not necessarily discrete. The main motivation behind this work is the paper of Cohen et al. which also extends Ore's approach of finding irreducible factors of polynomials over complete discrete valued Fields (see [6, Theorem 1.5] ). The problem is similar but our method of tackling it is different and more lucid. It involves Newton polygons as well as prolongations of v to a simple transcendental extension K(x) of K whose residue Fields are transcendental over the residue field of u. It is well known that the residue field of such a prolongation w is a simple transcendental extension L(Z) of a finite extension L of the residue field of v (see [1, 15] ). We also use liftings of polynomials belonging to L[Z] with respect to w which yield suitable polynomials over K. Our method of proof of the main theorem has the possibility of being extended to henselian valued Fields of arbitrary rank. The analogues of all the preliminary results used for the proof of this theorem except probably Theorem 2.C and Corollary 2.D are valid in the general case. In the last section, we quickly deduce Ore's Theorem for Dedekind domains as well as a generalization of Dedekind's Theorem and give some examples to illustrate the process of obtaining prolongations of v to finite extensions.
Definitions and statement of results
Let (/<. v) be a henselian valued field of arbitrary rank with valuation ring Rv, maximal ideal Mr, residue field K = Rv/Mv and v be the unique prolongation of v to the algebraic closure K of K with value group G^. For an element a belonging to the valuation ring of v. a will denote its u-residue, i.e., the image of a under the canonical homomorphism from onto its residue Field. For a polynomial/(x) belonging to [x], /(x) will stand for the polynomial over the residue field of v obtained on replacing each coefficient of/(x) by its u-residue. When L is a subfield of /<\ L, G{L) will denote respectively the residue field and the value group of the valuation of L obtained on restricting t>. We shall denote by i/ the Gaussian valuation of the field K(x) of rational functions in an indeterminate x. It extends v and is defined on K[x] by i,x^^a,x'^ = min{c(a,)}. a, e K.
The residue field of vx is a simple transcendental extension of the residue field of v (see [ 8) and h(x)) if the following three conditions are satisfied:
Keeping in mind that the valuation wa ^ is uniquely determined by fix) and X in view of Theorem l.A(a), sometimes we avoid referring to the minimal pair {a, 8) and say that the above lifting is with respect to/(x), a. It may be pointed out that the usual lifting is indeed a lifting with respect to the minimal pair (0, 0).
Definition l.C. Let v be a real valuation of a Field K. Let 0(x) belonging to Rr\x\ be a monic polynomial with 0(x) irreducible over K and ex be the Gaussian prolongation defined by (2) . Let F(x) belonging to /<[xJ be a polynomial with 0(
we associate the point (n -i. ux(Aj(x))) ignoring however the point (n -L oe) in case A,(x) = 0 and form the set 
where each F,(x) belonging to Fr|x| is a monic polynomial of degree ml, whose (p-Newton polygon has a single side which is a translate of S, and l, is the length of the horizontal projection of S,.
( As an application of the above corollary, we obtain the following well known result (see [9, Chapter I, Theorem 7.4]). 
(iv) lfU,]{Y)a,] ■ • • Uini(Y)a'n> is the factorization ofT,(Y) into powers of distinct monic irreducible polynomials over K(a). then F,(x) factors as
F,, (x) • -• Fuli (x) over K. each FtJ(x)j ------------- n;=, n =, Fjj(x),
Corollary 1.3. Let R. K. K\ R\ F(x) = fa(x)^ be the fa(x)-expansion of F(x). Assume that fa-(x)Vr modulo p and v be as in the above theorem. Let F(x) =
X> Aj(x)<M*y if(Ajj(x)) vx(Ai 0(x)) --------1-------> ----------------- 1 < j < Z 1 gcd(Z(Ai0(x)), z) = Z 1 < i < r.Corollary 1.4. Let R. K, K', R'. F(x) = fa (x)1'1 • • • 0r(x)l
Preliminary results
We shall use the following well known theorem stated below (cf. The following lemmas establish the close analogy between the phenomenon of lifting and the concept of Newton polygon. 
Clearly (5) i.e., vx(Aj(x)) + iX > ux(Aq(x)) = sX which shows that ui(yj(F(x)) = sX = etX. Since e is the smallest positive integer for which eX e Gr, it follows that when i is not divisible by e
, then t/(A,(x)) -b iX > wuj(F(x)) = v(hT).
Therefore on taking the wu.,rresidue of , using Theorem l.A(ib) and denoting byZ, we see that 
Lemma 2.3. Let <p(x), a be as in Lemma 2.1 and F(x) belonging to Rr[x] be a polynomial having (p(x)-expansion As(x)(p(x)s -f As-1 (x^lxf"1 + • • • + A0(x), A0(x) / 0. Suppose that S is a side of the cp-Newton polygon of F(x) having slope X > 0. Then the minimum of the set M = {vx(Aj(x)) + iX | 0 < i < s] is attained at only those indices j for which (s -j, vx(A,(x))) lies on S.
Proof. Let j and k be the smallest and the largest indices at which the minimum of M is attained. Since vx(Aj{x)) + jA = vx(Ak{x)) + kX. it follows that the line joining the points (s -k, vx(Ak(x))) and (s-j, vx(Aj(x))) has slope X. On substituting, it can be checked that a point (s -i. vx(Aj(x))) lies on S if and only if and only if rx(A,(x)) -f iX = vx{Aj(x)) + jX as desired.
vx{Aj(x))-vx{Aj(x)) __ rx(Aj{x))-vx(Ak{x))
J-i k-j X, which holds if
Notation. Let (a. S).f(x). and a be as in Theorem 1.A. Let F(x) belonging to K[x\be a non-zero polynomial with/(x)-expansion X], Af -(x)/(x)'. We shall denote by lcy^(F(x)), Su ( \(F{x)) respectively the minimum and the maximum integers belonging to the set {i | wu^(F(x)) = v(A,{a)) -f ia}.
With the above notation, the following already known result will be used in the proof of Lemma 2.4 (cf. [12, Lemma 2.1 ]). Its proof is omitted. Let X > 0 be the slope of a side S of the 0-Newton polygon of F(x) with initial point, say (s -k. vx(Ak(x))) and end point (s -j. vx{Aj{x))). Let w be a root of 0(x) and 8 > 0 be defined by (6) . Then wuj(F(x)) = min,{cx(A,(x)) -f ia) in view of Theorem l.A(o) and (5) ; consequently by Lemma 2.3, lu _ (F (x)) = j. Sa^{F{x)) = k. We first show that the 0-Newton polygon of F(x)G(x) has a side of slope X and also find the length of the horizontal projection of this side. Two cases arise: Case 1. a is not the slope of any side of the 0-Newton polygon of G(x). In this case, in view of Lemma 2.3, lu(G(x)) = S(y.^(G(x)) = r (say). By Theorem 2.B, !u ^(F(x)G(x)) = lu (S(F(x)) + lu jGix)) = j + r and A(F(x)G(x)) = k 4-r. Therefore the 0-Newton polygon of F(x)G(x) has a side with slope X having the length of the horizontal projection equal to that of S. Case II. a is the slope of some side of the 0-Newton polygon of G(x).
Theorem 2.B. For any non-zero polynomials F(x). G(x) belonging to K[x|. one has l(y ,)(FG) = lt/^(F) + hy ^G) and Siy A(FG) = S(y ,t\ (F) + S(/.,s(G).

Lemma 2.4. Let (K, v), <p{x) be as in Lemma 2.1. Let F(x). G(x) e R, [x] be monic polynomials not divisible by cp(x). Then the principal part of the (p-Newton polygon of F(x)G(x) is obtained by constructing a polygonal path beginning with a point on the positive side of x-axis and using translates of edges in the (p-Newton polygons of F(x), G(x)
in
Let the side S' of the 0-Newton polygon of G(x) with slope X have initial point (tvx(Bk](x))) and end point (t -ji, vx(Bj](x))
). Therefore by Lemma 2.3, laj(G(x)) = j\, Saj(G(x)) = k\. Applying Theorem 2.B, k <s(F(x)G(x)) =  j + ji, $a j(B(x)G(x)) = k -h k) . So the 0-Newton polygon of F(x)G(x) has a side of slope X whose length of the horizontal projection is equal to the sum of the lengths of the horizontal projections of S and S'.
The proof of the lemma is complete once we show that if a real number X > 0 is the slope of a side S" of the 0-Newton polygon of F(x)G(x), then either the 0-Newton polygon of F(x) or of G(x) has a side with slope a. If / denotes the length of the horizontal projection of S" and 8 is as defined by (6) Proof. Keeping in mind that the 0-Newton polygon of G(x) is a horizontal line segment, the corollary follows immediately from the above lemma.
The first four assertions of the following proposition are proved in [3, Proposition 2.3] . We omit their proofs and prove only the last assertion which improves assertions (ii) and (iii).
Proposition 2.6. Let (I<T v) be a henselian valued field of arbitrary rank and (a, 8) be a (K, v)-minimal pair. Let f (x) be the minimal polynomial of a overK of degree m and X, e, h(x) be as in Theorem l.A. Letg(x) e K fx] be a lifting of a monic polynomial T (Y) not divisible by Y of degree t belonging to I< (a?)| Y] with respect to (a, 8). Then the following hold:
(i) v(0 -a) < 8
for each root 0 ofg(x).
(ii) There exists a root (9, of g(x) such that i)(fy -a) = 8. O n t a k i n g t h e w v , s -i * e s i d u e a n d u s i n g ( 7 ) , w e s e e t h a t
(iv) If hi is as in (ii), then the v-residue of is a rootofT(Y). (v) Given any root 0 o/g(x), there exists a K-conjugate O' of 0 such that v(0r -a) = 8 and v(f(0')) = v(f (h)) = X.
Proof. Sinceg(x) is a lifting of T(Y) not divisible by Y, it is clear that/(x) j g(x)
.( 7 ) g ( x ) \ r _ _ / g ( X ) / g i ( X ) h ( x f ' v a h ( x Y K e e p i
n g i n m i n d t h a t t h e d e g r e e o f t h e p o l y n o m i a l g ( x ) / g ] ( x ) < d e g g ( x ) = e t m . t h e a b o v e e q u a t i o n i m p l i e s t h a t ( -i s a p o l y n o m i a l i n 7 j o v e r K ( a ) o f d e g r e e s t r i c t l y l e s s t h a n t r . w h i c h c o n t r a d i c t s t h e h y p o t h e s i s t h a t g ( x ) i s a l i f t i n g o f a polynomial of degree t. This proves the first part of assertion (v) and hence v(f(h)) = vif(O') 1 = A. in view of assertion (iii).
Corollary 2.7. Let the hypothesis be as in Proposition 2.6. Assume in addition that f (x) e F, |x) withj(x) irreducible over K and that T(Y) is a power of an irreducible polynomial of degree d over K(a) = K(a), then for each root 0 of g(x). the degree \K(0) : K ] is divisible by dm.
Proof. Let h be a root ofg(x) and 0' be a K-conjugate of // with v(h'-a) = 8. Then by assertion (iv) of Proposition 2.6, j is a root of T(Y). Clearly the corollary follows immediately once we prove that ) = T. For this write h(x) = cflfx-fj). The result stated below proved in [13] will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. We prove the following corollary needed in the sequel. Proof. Lett. u1? i/2 denote the degrees of 7 (7), (J, (7), U2(Y) respectively. LetZ denote the wa ^-residue off(x)e/h. Applying Theorem 2. C to F(x)//ir, we see that F(x)/hl = Gi (x)C2(x), where G, (x), C2(x) e /CM are polynomials of degree euxm, eu2m respectively with Gi(x) = Uj (Z). G? (x) = U2 (Z). Let a, denote the leading coefficient of G,(x). Since U, (Z) is monic, it can be easily seen that a^h11^ = 1. The corollary follows immediately if we take F,(x) = a1~1G1(x) andF2(x) = a1hfG2(x). 
For simplicity of notation, we verify (10) for i = 1. Denote by Gj(x) the polynomial
As ox(Ai0(x)) > 0 and vx(ttM(x)) > 0,_it follows that ux(Gi(x)) = i»*(</>i(x)Gi(x)) > 0. So on rewriting M(x) as 0j (x)(Gi (x)/tt) + (A10(x)/7r), we see that 0j(x)|M(x) if and only if i'x(A10(x)/jr) > 1 which verifies (10) for i = 1.
Since F(x) is divisible by (px(x)Vi mod p, it is clear that i>x(A,j(x)) > 1, for 1 < j < -1,1 < i < r. It now follows from (10) that condition (4) of Corollary 1.3 is satisfied. Therefore it only remains to show that the ideals pR' + <pt(0)R' are distinct prime ideals of R' which can be easily verified arguing as in the proof of [9, Chap. I, Theorem 7.4] using the hypothesis = KpM.
Example4.1. Consider the polynomial F(x) = (x2 -f l)3 -f 6(x2 4-1) + 3. Since 3 remains a prime in l< = Q(>/5), the polynomial F(x) is a Schonemann polynomial with respect to x2 + 1 and the 3-adic valuation of K and hence is irreducible over K (cf. [4, 10] ). Let 0 be a root of F(x) and let AK> denote the ring of algebraic integers of K' = K( 0). Let pr> denote the unique prime ideal of K lying over 5. We want to determine how pri splits inAK'. It can be easily seen that the factorization ofF(x) into powers of irreducible polynomials over the residue field Z/5Z of p5 is given by x2(x2 -hx + 2)(x2 -x -3) mod pr>. Therefore by Theorem 1.2, p5AK> = a p5p5, where p5, p5 are prime ideals of AK> and a is an ideal of AK> with NK>/K{p5) = N^/x (P5) = NK'/K(a) = pr>2. To determine the prime ideal factorization of a\ consider the (p-Newton polygon with <p(x) -x of F(x) with respect to the 5-adic valuation of K. As can be easily seen, it has only one side cf positive slope which is 1 /2. Therefore by Theorem 1.2, the index of ramification of any prime ideal ofA^ dividing a is divisible by 2. It now follows from / n the Fundamental Inquality [7, Theorem 3.3.4 ] that p-AK> = ppp5p5, where p5 is a prime ideal of Ax' with Nxyx(ps) = Pv Example 4.2. Consider F(x) = (x2 -2)4 -30(x2 -2)2 4-45(x2 -2) -45. Clearly F(x) is a Schonemann polynomial with respect to cp(x) = x2 -2 and the 5-adic valuation. Flence it is irreducible over Q (cf. [4, 10] ). Let F be a root of F(x) and AK be the ring of algebraic integers of K = Q(0). We want to determine all the prolongations together with their ramification indices and residual degrees of the 3-adic valuation V3 of Q to K. The 0-Newton polygon of F(x) with respect to u3 has a single side with slope a = 1/2. If ?/>3 is any prolongation of to /G then by Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.A, the residual degree of ?/?3/u3 is divisible by 2 and iv3(02 -2) = 1/2. We now show that the index of ramification of in3/c3 is not less than 4. Consider the polynomial 
G(x) = F(x) -((x2
-
